Model of human/liquid cooling garment interaction for space suit automatic thermal control.
The Wissler human thermoregulation model was augmented to incorporate simulation of a space suit thermal control system that includes interaction with a liquid cooled garment (LCG) and ventilation gas flow through the suit. The model was utilized in the design process of an automatic controller intended to maintain thermal neutrality of an exercising subject wearing a liquid cooling garment. An experimental apparatus was designed and built to test the efficacy of specific physiological state measurements to provide feedback data for input to the automatic control algorithm. Control of the coolant inlet temperature to the LCG was based on evaluation of transient physiological parameters that describe the thermal state of the subject, including metabolic rate, skin temperatures, and core temperature. Experimental evaluation of the control algorithm function was accomplished in an environmental chamber under conditions that simulated the thermal environment of a space suit and transient metabolic work loads typical of astronaut extravehicular activity (EVA). The model was also applied to analyze experiments to evaluate performance of the automatic control system in maintaining thermal comfort during extensive transient metabolic profiles for a range of environmental temperatures. Finally, the model was used to predict the efficacy of the LCG thermal controller for providing thermal comfort for a variety of regiments that may be encountered in future space missions. Simulations with the Wissler model accurately predicted the thermal interaction between the subject and LCG for a wide range of metabolic profiles and environmental conditions and matched the function of the automatic temperature controller for inlet cooling water to the LCG.